Abstract. In this paper we use an evolutionary approach in order to infer the values of the parameters (weights of criteria, preference, indifference and veto thresholds) for developing the multicriteria method MURAME. According to the logic of preference disaggregation, the problem consists in finding the parameters that minimize the inconsistency between the model obtained with those parameters and that one connected with a given reference set of decisions revealed by the decision maker; in particular, two kinds of functions are considered in this analysis, representing a measure of the model inconsistency compared to the actual preferential system. In order to find a numerical solution of the mathematical programming problem involved, we adopt an evolutionary algorithm based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method, which is an iterative heuristics grounded on swarm intelligence. The proposed approach is finally applied to a creditworthiness evaluation problem in order to test the methodology on a real data set provided by an Italian bank.
Introduction
The concept of preference disaggregation in multicriteria analysis regards the problem of determining the preference model of the decision maker (DM) from a given reference set of decisions, so that the model is as consistent as possible with the actual decisions by the DM.
In [13] the general philosophy of preference disaggregation is presented, together with an illustration of the most important results obtained in the development of disaggregation methods over the last two decades; likewise, the connections between the disaggregation methods and the traditional machine learning tools have recently been investigated in [10] .
According to the various multicriteria methods, the disaggregation analysis can be implemented in different ways.
For example, the Utilitès Additives (UTA) method, one of the most representative example of the preference disaggregation approaches, aims at inferring additive value functions from a given ranking on a reference set, by adopting linear programming techniques.
With regard to the outranking methods, such as those belonging to ELECTRE and PROMETHEE families, the preference model considered is characterized by several parameters, which consist of the weights associated to the criteria and various thresholds (preference, indifference, veto). The explicit direct determination of these parameters by the decision maker cannot be considered realistic for several applications, so the use of preference disaggregation is often more desirable. Nevertheless, the estimation of the parameters of these models is not easy, because of the size and complexity of the optimization problems involved.
Anyway, much effort has been done in literature to deal with problems related to preference disaggregation in the various outranking methods ( [13] ). Recently, some evolutionary algorithms have been used in special contexts. For example, [1] focuses on the multiple criteria classification method PROAFTN and uses an approach based on variable neighborhood search (VNS) metaheuristic in order to disaggregate preferences. Also [9] handles classification problems, but the authors undertake their analysis in the ELECTRE TRI context. For determining the parameters, they propose to use a procedure based on an evolutionary methodology, namely the differential evolution algorithm, that allows to obtain a simultaneous estimation of all the parameters of the multicriteria model considered.
In this paper we also use an evolutionary approach in order to infer the values of the parameters; nevertheless, unlike the above mentioned contributions, we consider multicriteria ranking problems and focus on preference disaggregation in the context of MURAME, a multicriteria methodology developed in [12] . Moreover, compared to [9] , we employ a different evolutionary approach based on swarm intelligence, namely the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method [2] . In order to verify the ability of PSO to determine the values of the parameters, we apply MURAME to a creditworthiness evaluation problem, as proposed in [7] , and test the methodology on a real data set provided by an Italian bank.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the methodology. In particular, the first part of Section 2 focuses on MURAME method and describes the two phases according to which MURAME can be implemented. The second part of Section 2 presents the optimization problem that has to be solved to disaggregate the preference struc-1 ture in a MURAME framework and illustrates the implementation of the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach. In Section 3 we first present the data used to evaluate the performance of the proposed methododology; afterwards, we show the performance results obtained by PSO also with reference to a creditworthiness evaluation problem. Finally, Section 4 reports some final remarks.
2 The methodology 2.1 MURAME
In this section we briefly describe the MUlticriteria RAnking MEthod (MURAME), that has been originally proposed in [12] as a method for project ranking.
Let us consider a set of alternatives A = {a 1 , ..., a i , ..., a m } to be evaluated and a set of criteria {crit 1 , ..., crit j , ..., crit n }; in problems of evaluating the creditworthiness, as the one considered in Section 3, the alternatives are the firms applicants for a loan and the criteria are the various aspects according to which the credit risk may be evaluated.
Based on a preference structure of the decision maker which is modeled in a realistic way, the method can be implemented in two phases which take inspiration from two well known multicriteria methods, the ELECTRE III ( [18] ) and PROMETHEE II ( [4] ).
In the first phase, following the ELECTRE III technique, an outranking relation is constructed in order to indicate the degree of dominance of one alternative a i over another alternative a k . Afterwards, according to the PROMETHEE II method, the outranking relation is used in a second phase, to produce a total preorder of the alternatives.
In this section we first analyze the modelization of the preferences, which leads to a double threshold preference structure and then we describe in brief the two phases which provide as final result a complete ranking of the alternatives.
A double threshold preference structure
Let us desire to compare two generic alternatives a i and a k , according to the criterion crit j ; let us denote by g ij the score of the alternative a i in relation to crit j and let us consider criterion crit j to be maximized.
The classical preference structure assumes the following two relations for the pair of alternatives (a i , a k ):
where P and I indicate the preference and the indifference relations, respectively. Nevertheless, this preference structure may often be too restrictive and may exclude some realistic cases.
In effect, the preference between two alternatives is not often clearly defined and so easy to identify, as the following very often cited example shows (see for instance [5] ): let us assume that a person wants to choose between two cups of tea, the first cup contains 10 mg of sugar and the second one contains 11 mg of sugar; since the quantity of sugar in the cups is different, according to the traditional preference model, the person would prefer the second cup, if he likes sweet things. But can a normal person perceive such a little difference?
In order to make the modelization of the preference structure more consistent with the behavior of the decision maker (DM), some multicriteria methods (in primis the ELECTRE family) consider the following "double threshold" preference structure:
where P and I indicate the preference and the indifference as before and Q denotes a weak preference relation. The structure (2) is based on the presence of two threshold levels; p j denotes the preference threshold and q j (with q j ≤ p j ) the indifference threshold.
The introduction of such thresholds allow to take into consideration not only the situations in which the decision maker is perfectly sure to prefer a given alternative and the case he is indifferent between the two alternatives, but it permits also to consider an hesitation area in which he is not completely sure to prefer a given alternative a i (the concept of weak preference).
In effect, a crucial role in the procedure is played by these thresholds, whose values have to be fixed in advance by the decision maker and this cannot be always an easy task; however, in the credit evaluation problems, the presence of the threshold levels introduces a sort of flexibility in treating different behaviors of the credit manager.
By adopting the above mentioned preference structure, the MURAME methodology, likes the ELECTRE family, deals with an outranking relation, that describes that even when the alternative a i does not dominate the alternative a k quantitatively, the decision maker may still take the risk of considering a i as most surely better than a k . The following subsection leads to the construction of the outranking relation.
Phase I
The objective of the first phase is to build an outranking relation, in order to evaluate the strength of the assertion "the alternative a i is at least as good as the alternative a k ", for each pair of alternatives (a i , a k ). The outranking relation is obtained through the calculation of concordance and discordance indexes.
For each pair of alternatives (a i , a k ), a local concordance index C j (a i , a k ) is constructed for each criterion crit j , in order to delineate the dominance of the alternative a i over the alternative a k , according to crit j :
where q j and p j are the indifference and the preference thresholds associated to crit j . If g kj ≥ g ij +p j , then the DM prefers the alternative a k to the alternative a i (strict preference); this entails that the local concordance index of the pair (a i , a k ) reaches its minimum value,
since the alternative a i is dominated by the alternative a k . On the contrary if g kj ≤ g ij + q j , then the alternative a k is not preferred to a i , and this implies that the local concordance index of (a i , a k ) reaches its maximum value. In the intermediate preference region, where the decision maker is not sure if he prefers a k or a i (weak preference), the local concordance index takes values in the interval (0,1). Figure 1 may be illustrative. Similarly to the local concordance, for each pair of alternatives (a i , a k ) and for each criterion crit j , the method computes the discordance index D j (a i , a k ) which indicates the discordance of the hypothesis that a i dominates a k according to crit j . The discordance index is constructed as follows:
where v j is a veto threshold (with v j ≥ p j ) that is used to reject the hypothesis that the alternative a i is at least as good as the alternative a k if g kj ≥ g ij + v j ; in this case the discordance index reaches its maximum value (see figure 2 ). As one can better see later, the veto threshold allows to treat the situation in which an alternative with a bad performance in a given critical criterion will receive a bad final score. The local discordance index is instead minimal when the criterion crit j is not discordant with the statement that the alternative a i outranks (is at least as good as) the alternative a k . On the intermediate zone, it is assumed that the discordance index increases in proportion to the difference g kj − g ij .
The indexes (3) and (4) are computed for each pair of alternatives (a i , a k ) and for each criterion crit j . As a final result of the first phase, both local concordance and discordance are used in order to obtain an index that indicates how much the alternative a i outranks the alternative a k , considering all criteria. The outranking index O(a i , a k ) for each pair of
where C(a i , a k ) represents the aggregation of the local concordance indexes, obtained as the weighted arithmetic mean of the local concordance indexes (3), with normalized weights w j indicating the relative importance of each criterion crit j (j = 1, ..., n), that is:
We observe that the outranking index coincides with the aggregate concordance if C(a i , a k ) is greater than the discordance indexes D j (a i , a k ), for all criteria. Otherwise, if there exist one or more criteria for which the discordance exceeds the aggregate concordance, then the score is reduced. More precisely, let T denote the subset of criteria for which D j (a i , a k ) > C(a i , a k ); then the outranking index is equal to
this means that C(a i , a k ) is multiplied by as many factors (less than one) as there are the criteria belonging to T . Moreover, if there exists even only one criterion crit j for which there is maximum discordance (i.e. D j (a i , a k ) = 1) then the outranking index is equal to zero. This entails that if for a given criterion the alternative a i is so much worse than the alternative a k , then one cannot consider a i at least as good as a k , even this is true for all the remaining criteria.
Phase II
The outranking index (5) is used in this phase in order to obtain a ranking of the alternatives. Following the methodology of PROMETHEE II, for each alternative a i , a leaving flow ϕ + (a i ) and an entering flow ϕ − (a i ) are computed as follows:
which indicate respectively the strength of a i over the remaining alternatives and the weakness of a i over the other ones. Then, in order to obtain a total preorder of the alternatives, and not only partial ones (see [12] ), an index (a net flow) is computed as the difference between the leaving and the entering flow:
so that the alternatives can be rank, in a descending order, according to the net flow (10).
PSO application to preference disaggregation
The determination of the parameters of the model can be performed using direct or indirect procedures. The former requires that the DM explicitly determines the parameters that express its preference structure, while the latter pick out the parameters using preference disaggregation methods based on a sample reference set of decisions (see [13] and [9] ). In this case, a mathematical programming problem has to be solved to infer the parameters so that the model obtained is as much as possible consistent with the ordering of the reference set provided by the DM. Because of the size and the complexity of the problem considered, in this paper we use an evolutionary methodology, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), as an algorithm for the numerical solution of the mathematical programming problem involved.
Other metaheuristics approaches to similar problems can be found in [9] and [1] . In the following of this section we will present the formulation of the optimization problem associated to the preference disaggregation problem and the evolutionary approach for the determination of the parameters of the MURAME model.
Mathematical formulation of preference disaggregation method
As we have seen in section 2.1, in order to apply the described MURAME-based model and to rank the alternatives, we have to determine the following parameters:
• the vector of the weights: w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ), with w j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , n and j w j = 1;
• the vector of indifference thresholds: q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ), with q j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , n;
• the vector of preference thresholds: p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ), with p j ≥ q j , j = 1, . . . , n;
• the vector of veto thresholds: v = (v 1 , . . . , v n ), with v j ≥ p j , j = 1, . . . , n.
Let us suppose to have a reference set of decisions of the DM, that is a set of past decisions regarding the alternatives, or regarding a subset A ′ ⊆ A of the whole set of the alternatives.
Given the ordering of the alternatives in the reference set made by the DM, the preference disaggregation approach regards the problem of determining the set of parameters that minimizes a measure of inconsistency f (w, q, p, v) between the ordering produced by the model with that set of parameters and the given one. In order to infer the values of the parameters starting from a given reference set of decisions of the DM, the following mathematical programming problem has to be solved:
We can note that problem (11) can be reformulated in a simpler way by introducing the auxiliary variables t = p − q and s = v − p, so that it becomes: This apparently simple mathematical programming problems hides its complexity in the objective function f (w, q, t, s): indeed every choice of f requires that it produces an order of the alternatives and then that a measure of the consistency of the model is calculated. It is then hard to write an exact analytical expression for f in term of its variables w, q, t, s, so that the use of gradient methods for the optimization task is discouraged, and an evolutionary approach seems more appropriate.
In this study we consider two kinds of fitness function, in order to exploit all the information contained in the input data provided by the DM 1 : the first function allows to deal with the ordinal rank of the alternatives in the reference set, whereas the second one allows to handle the cardinal values.
The first fitness function is the S function defined as follows:
1 For more details about the nature of input data, we refer to section 3.
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wherer i is the rank of alternative a i in the reference set assigned by the DM and r i (w, q, t, s) the one determined by the MURAME-based model, with m ′ ≤ m being the total number of alternatives in the reference set. This fitness function is an application of the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient (see [15] ) to measure the strength of correlation between the two orderings; its values are in the interval [0, 2], and S(w, q, t, s) = 0 clearly means that there is an exact correspondence between the ranking of the DM and that obtained by the model. The second fitness function is represented by the following D function:
where s(a i ) is the (cardinal) score assigned by the DM to the alternative a i and λ is a linear transformation that maps the net flow ϕ(a i ; w, q, t, s) (10) produced by the model to the support of DM scores.
PSO implementation
Particle Swarm Optimization is a bio-inspired iterative heuristics for the solution of nonlinear global optimization problems (see [2] , [14] ). The basic idea of PSO is to model the so called "swarm intelligence" ( [3] ) that drives groups of individuals belonging to the same species when they move all together looking for food. On this purpose every member of the swarm explores the search area keeping memory of its best position reached so far, and it exchanges this information with the neighbors in the swarm. Thus, the whole swarm is supposed to converge eventually to the best global position reached by the swarm members. From a mathematical point of view every member of the swarm (namely a particle) represents a possible solution of an optimization problem, and it is initially positioned randomly in the feasible set of the problem. To every particle is also initially assigned a random velocity, which is used to determine its initial direction of movement.
For a more formal description of PSO, let us consider the following global optimization problem:
where f : R d → R is the objective function in the minimization problem. In applying PSO for its solution, we consider M particles; at the k-th step of the PSO algorithm, three vectors are associated to each particle l ∈ {1, . . . , M }:
, the position at step k of particle l;
, the velocity at step k of particle l; • p l ∈ R d , the best position visited so far by the l-th particle.
Moreover, pbest l = f (p l ) denotes the value of the objective function in the position p l of the l-th particle.
The PSO algorithm, in the version with inertia weight ( [19] ), works as follows:
1. Set k = 1 and evaluate f (x k l ) for l = 1, . . . , M . Set pbest l = +∞ for l = 1, . . . , M .
If f (x
3. Update position and velocity of the l-th particle, with l = 1, . . . , M , according to the following equations:
where U φ 1 , U φ 2 ∈ R d and their components are uniformly randomly distributed in [0, φ 1 ] and [0, φ 2 ] respectively; parameters φ 1 and φ 2 are often called acceleration coefficients; the symbol ⊗ denotes component-wise product and p g(l) is the best position in a neighborhood of the l-th particle. The parameter w k (the inertia weight) is generally linearly decreasing with the number of steps, i.e.:
where K is the maximum number of steps allowed.
If a convergence test is not satisfied then set k = k + 1 and go to 2.
For more details about PSO methodology, the specification of its parameters and of the neighborhood topology, we refer the reader to [2] . In our implementation we have considered the so called gbest topology, that is g(l) = g for every l = 1, . . . , M , and g is the index of the best particle in the whole swarm, that is g = arg min l=1,...,M f (p l ). This choice implies that the whole swarm is used as the neighborhood of each particle. Moreover, as stopping criterion, we decided that the algorithm terminated when the objective function didn't have a decrease of at least 10 −4 in a prefixed number of steps.
Since PSO was conceived for unconstrained problems, the algorithm above cannot prevent from generating infeasible particles' positions when constraints are considered. To avoid this problem, different strategies have been proposed in the literature, and most of them involve the repositioning of the particles ( [22] ) or the introduction of some external criteria to rearrange the components of the particles ( [8] and [20] ). In this paper we follow the same approach adopted in [6] , which consists in keeping PSO as in its original formulation and reformulating the optimization problem into an unconstrained one: min w,q,t,s P (w, q, t, s; ε) (17) where the objective function P (w, q, t, s; ε) is defined as follows:
with ε being the penalty parameter. The approach adopted is called ℓ 1 penalty function method; for more details about this method and about the relationships between the solutions of the constrained problem (12) and those of the unconstrained problem (17), see [21, 11] and [17, 6] . We may observe that the penalty function P (w, q, t, s; ε) is clearly nondifferentiable because of the ℓ 1 -norm in (18) ; this feature contributes to motivate the choice of using PSO, since it does not require the derivatives of P (w, q, t, s; ε). However, since PSO is a heuristics, the minimization of the penalty function P (w, q, t, s; ε) does not theoretically ensure that a global minimum of problem (12) is detected. Nevertheless, PSO often provides a suitable compromise between the performance of the approach (i.e. a satisfactory estimate of the global minimum solution for problem (12) ) and its computational cost.
With regard to the initialization procedure, we can observe that, since we deal with an unconstrained problem, we could in principle generate initial values for the population in an arbitrary random way. However, like any metaheuristic, the performance of the algorithm could be improved by a careful choice of the initial population such that the feasible region is adequately explored by the particles at the initial step.
In this contribution, in order to obtain the initial weights, we generated d 1 < · · · < d n−1 random numbers uniformly distributed in [0, 1], and then we set:
To obtain the initial values of the variables q j , t j , s j (j = 1, . . . , n), we generated three random numbers a 1 j < a 2 j < a 3 j uniformly distributed in [0, 2], and then we set:
where g j = max 1≤i≤m g ij and g j = min 1≤i≤m g ij .
Moreover, for every particle x 0 l = (w 0 l , q 0 l , t 0 l , s 0 l ), the components of the initial velocity v 0 l are generated as random numbers uniformly distributed in [−x 0 h , x 0 h ] for every h = 1, . . . , 4n.
Application to a creditworthiness evaluation problem
In this section we analyze the performance of the proposed approach by considering a credit scoring problem. We adopt the MURAME method in order to evaluate the creditworthiness of a set of firms, as proposed in [7] , and use a real world data set provided by a major bank of north-eastern Italy, the Banca Popolare di Vicenza 2 .
The database consists of around 12 000 firms applicants for a loan, which represent the alternatives of the creditworthiness evaluation problem. The firms are divided into three groups, small, medium and large, with respect to their business turnover and the three groups are approximately of the same size. The evaluation criteria are represented by seven indicators {I 1 , ..., I 7 } which have been computed by the bank starting from the balance sheets; their values are provided for both years 2008 and 2009. As reference decisions, we considered the final scores that the bank assigned to the firms in order to establish their ranking in terms of their credit quality.
The main goal of our analysis is to verify if PSO is able to find, using a realistic computational time, the values of the parameters of the MURAME model that make them consistent with the actual classification of the firms provided by the bank, which acts as the decision maker.
The experimental analysis has been conducted in two phases, similarly to [9] .
In the first phase we consider a subset of randomly selected 4000 firms. In order to test both the training than the predictive performance, we employ a bootstrap analysis. Using data of year 2008, the firms have been ordered using the MURAME methodology and the values of the parameters have been fixed according to the following specific rules, as proposed in [7] : Table 1 reports the values of the parameters so obtained, which will be a reference point for our subsequent analysis. Table 1 : Actual parameters of MURAME A first set of bootstrap experiments has been first conducted in order to determine the best values for the acceleration coefficients φ 1 , φ 2 , the maximum number of steps K and the value of the penalty parameter ε, while for the initial and final value of the inertia weight we used the ones most used in the literature. In these experiments we have considered only the training step (see beyond) and we have used as fitness function S+D 2 , with several combinations of values for the PSO parameters. The PSO parameters have been chosen as the combination of values that allowed to obtain on average the best results for the objective function. Table 2 reports the values of the PSO parameters so obtained. Table 2 : PSO parameters
The bootstrap procedure that we have adopted is structured in the following steps.
(i) A sample of H = 100 firms is randomly selected without replacement from the 4000 ones.
(ii) To the sample of firms selected as in step (i) we have applied the MURAME methodology with the actual parameters determined as in table 1; an ordering of the H firms is obtained according to the net flow (10) associated to each firm.
(iii) To the sample of firms selected as in step (i) we have applied the PSO-based methodology, using the PSO parameters determined as in table 2 and adopting both objective functions (13), (14) . The optimal values of MURAME parameters are therefore determined through PSO, in order to minimize the discrepancy-as measured by the fitness function-between the score (ranking) obtained by the MURAME in step (ii) and that one computed by PSO (the so-called training step).
(iv) (Out-the-bootstrap). Another sample of firms of the same size H = 100 is randomly selected from the 4000 ones, excluding those belonging to the sample used for the training step. This sample is ordered with the MURAME method, by using both the actual MURAME parameters and those determined by PSO; the value of the fitness function is then computed in order to evaluate the distance between the two orderings.
The procedure is then repeated N = 1000 times in order to compute the necessary statistics of the values of the MURAME parameters and the performance measures. Table  3 Table 4 presents the results obtained for the out-the-bootstrap phase.
It can be noted that while M = 100 particles are enough to obtain full consistency (an average value of the fitness function nearly zero), with both the performance measures considered, between the model produced by PSO and the actual ordering of the alternatives in the bootstrap data, the performance of the so obtained models on the out of the bootstrap data is not as good, and a higher number of particles (M = 200) is required to improve it. Table 5 illustrates the average values of the parameters (and the standard deviations) determined by PSO in the bootstrap procedure. Table 4 : Results for out-the-bootstrap data Table 5 : Average values (and standard deviation) of MURAME parameters, determined by bootstrap procedure
It is interesting to remark that the discrepancies between the values of the parameters obtained with M = 100 and M = 200 are not very high and they concern mainly the values of the thresholds, while the weights are determined in a consistent way even with the smaller number of particles.
As for the relation between the actual parameters of table 1 and the average values  of parameters obtained in table 5 , it can be noticed that there are significant differences, similarly to what observed in [9] with regard to the use of the differential evolution algorithm. However, since the ordering performance of the model is high, this seems to suggest that there is a certain flexibility in the specification of the parameters of the model consistent with the ordering of the alternatives in the reference set.
In the second phase of our analysis we aimed at determining the parameters of the preference structure of the DM (the bank) for both 2008 and 2009 years. The objective of this second phase was to determine if the PSO procedure was able to determine, starting from the reference set and using a reasonable computational time, a MURAME model that was consistent with the ordering of firms provided by the bank.
As validation set we considered the whole set of firms, for year 2009, in each of the three groups, small, medium and large firms (each group is made up of around 4000 firms). As reference set we used two subsets of m ′ = 100 and m ′ = 500 firms respectively, keeping the number of particles fixed at M = 200, with data of year 2008 . In this way we analyze the impact of the higher size of the reference and validation set on the number of particles required to achieve a good quality of the model produced.
In table 6 we present the results obtained for the analysis connected to the small firms; there are indeed no important differences between the results obtained for the three groups of firms considered, and this is quite evident since the firms are ordered by the bank using the same procedure. Table 6 : Results obtained for the real world problem, in case of the small firms
In the columns entitled Reference set, table 6 illustrates the average (over 20 runs of the algorithm) of the fitness function values computed by comparing the ranking obtained by PSO on the sample of firms used as reference set (100 and 500 firms, respectively) and the ranking provided by the bank. The results are presented for both the fitness functions S and D. In the columns entitled Validation set, the table illustrates the average value of the fitness function computed by comparing the ranking obtained by PSO on the whole set of small firms (around 4000 firms) and the ranking provided by the bank. The last column shows the rate of success, that is the ratio between the successful runs of the algorithm (i.e. the runs for which the optimal value S = D = 0 is achieved within the maximum number of steps allowed) and the total number of runs.
It appears clearly that for such a large size of the validation set, a greater reference set is needed to achieve a satisfactory consistence with the actual ordering. However, with a greater reference set, the capability of the algorithm to find an optimal solution decreases, as the rate of success shows.
Finally, in table 7 we show the average values of the optimal parameters obtained in the case of m ′ = 500 firms as reference set. It is interesting to have a look at the weights of the criteria: it emerges clearly that indicators I 2 , I 3 and I 6 play a marginal role in the implicit preference structure expressed by the bank. While for indicator I 2 , as it is shown in table 8, this behaviour can be a priori explained by its high correlation with indicator I 4 , we don't have a such evident interpretation for indicators I 3 and I 6 and a financial interpretation is not possible in this analysis, due to the nature of the indicators considered that have been computed directly by the bank from the balance sheet, but that are provided us without giving their formal description. Anyway, it is important to note that this additional information we have obtained, could be used by the decision maker to improve or refine its internal credit modeling policy. 
Final remarks
The novelty of this contribution consists in dealing with the problem of preference disaggregation in a MURAME context. To tackle this problem, we adopted an evolutionary algorithm based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method and tested the approach proposed on a credit scoring problem, using real data. Since MURAME determines the outranking index with respect to each other alternative in the reference set, the computational effort required is notably higher than other multicriteria models, for example the ELECTRE TRI based models which consider only the reference profiles (see [16] ).
The results obtained in this contribution showed a high consistency between the model produced by PSO and the actual ordering of the alternatives.
The machine time depends on the numerousness of the reference set and on that of the validation set; for example, in the bootstrap phase, with a reference set of 100 firms, 7 minutes are needed in order to make 200 steps of the PSO (and this means 7000 minutes in order to carry out the 1000 runs of the bootstrap analysis). In the case of a reference set of 500 firms the time machine is higher, almost 3 hours to implement 200 steps of the algorithm 3 .
As future research we intend to find the way of reducing the machine time, by conveniently simplifying the process according to which the model compares each pair of alternatives, for example by permitting a mere comparison with some reference profiles.
